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Abstract: While immutability is Blockchain’s much celebrated covenant, change is the rule of life. The paradox has seriously limited real-world deployability of Smart Contracts (SC), faltering its mainstream adoption. Once implemented, SC remains unstoppable even if its execution makes losses, as evident in the recently exploded $40+B DeFi industry. How do we reconcile the two and make DeFi/Blockchain profitable and sustainable? A DISC (Dynamic Immutable Smart Contract) hypothesis was proposed to resolve the paradox. Using an existing decentralised IoT device framework we test the DISC hypothesis, by designing/implementing a DISC protocol that delivers an algorithmically controlled dynamic off-chain data feed into a self-executing SC. The experiment successfully introduced limited dynamism into SC without compromising its immutability or undermining user control over their SC terms. If consistently reproduced in diverse settings, the DISC protocol could earn an important milestone in the evolution of Blockchain’s decentralised economy of the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain (BC) technology,1 introduced in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, is the underlying mechanism for cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008). Cryptocurrencies are currently witnessing a second bull run surpassing a Trillion-dollar market cap (Jafar, 2021). Bitcoin first peaked a record high valuation in the December of 2017, and created a hype around digital currency, eventually crossing an all-time high of $55,000 on 19th February, 2021 (Browne, 2021). Since Bitcoin’s debut, there has been numerous cryptocurrencies based on different blockchains, holding billions of dollars in market cap each. BC is essentially a “distributed ledger or database” where all the transactions are documented regarding all the participating parties. It is a chronological chain of blocks, where each block can be considered as a page in a traditional ledger. The chain grows continuously as miners discover new blocks and append to the existing blocks. Each transaction is broadcasted in the network via cryptographic communication while miners would try to collect as many transactions as they can and verify them using a consensus protocol such as “proof-of-work” or “proof-of-stake” or their variants, and create a new block. Miners compete with each other to create such blocks. Once a winning block is appended to the existing chain, a new copy of the block is broadcasted to the entire network, thus, creating a decentralised public ledger. While

1 All references to Blockchain (BC) and its immutability throughout this paper, imply public/permissionless blockchain. Private or permissioned BC are mostly controlled by vested interests, and hence may inherently be susceptible to mutability.
miners or block producers are responsible to verify transactions and update the BC, they are incentivized with rewards. While the traditional ledger technologies need a trusted third-party such as bank, BC is trustless.

In 2013 Vitalik Buterin published a white paper disclosing Ethereum as a new BC that supported a next generation self-executing smart contract, “a piece of code implementing arbitrary rules or even blockchain-based decentralised autonomous organization (DAO)” (Buterin, 2013). However, the term “smart contract” was first introduced by computer scientist and cryptographer Nick Szabo in 1996 as a graduate student at University of Washington. According to Szabo (1996):

“New institutions, and new ways to formalize the relationships that make up these institutions, are now made possible by the digital revolution. I call these new contracts “smart,” because they are far more functional than their inanimate paper-based ancestors. No use of artificial intelligence is implied. A Smart Contract (SC) is a set of promises, specified in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform on these promises.”

Szabo explicitly clarified that by “smart” he meant smarter than paper contracts because they can automatically execute certain pre-programmed steps, but not to be seen as deploying artificial intelligence tools that can parse a contract’s more subjective requirements. One of the defining properties of smart contracts is that their code is immutable, meaning the parties agree to the terms or “code” of the contract, and that code can’t be changed by any party unilaterally, but objectively verified by each party to the contract. As such the result of the execution of the smart contract is unchangeable.

Perhaps, it’s time we revisit Szabo’s original vision and make SC really intelligent using the modern machine learning techniques and, in the process, resolve the BC paradox, making the self-executing SCs more flexible and compatible with the fundamental rule of life:

“Change is the only constant in life” (McCombs, 2020)

Life encompasses intelligence, and intelligence entails dynamism, but BC mandates immutability. If data reflects the reality of life, it has to adapt to the dynamics of life, and change accordingly. But in SC, the data stays frozen in time. Is it the lack of dynamism in BC that’s holding it from becoming the promised Trillion Dollar industry (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2020) despite virtually enabling the $1 trillion market cap in the crypto markets? (Subramanian, 2021).

Professor Lehdonvirta of Oxford asserts, the blockchain paradox is essentially born out of the conflict between the immutability of SC and the change that real world governance entails:

“Blockchain technology may provide for completely impartial rule-enforcement, but that is of little comfort if the rules themselves are changed. This rule-making is what we refer to as governance.”

Since the rules governing contracts are subject to change creating a regulatory paradox, developing a sustainable BC-based solution for anything beyond cryptocurrency is turning out to be a huge challenge (Duque and Torres, 2020). Rather, it is posing as a show-stopper for real world applications beyond “the digital bearer instruments” (Song, 2018). While the global BC adoption pace faulters, critics, a plenty, are calling it “an amazing solution for almost nothing.” (Frederik, 2020) or “meaningless” (Jeffries, 2018). In the meantime, the BC paradox lives challenging us with the big question: “How do you change or introduce dynamism into something that is ‘immutable’?”

SC Immutability: The Show Stopper?

Lauded as a world changer, countless use-cases have been proposed (Zile and Strazzidina, 2018) by numerous BC experts (Mohanta, et al, 2018) but BC hasn’t yet seen a single blockbuster real world use-case in over a dozen years of its existence. Of course, two cryptocurrency bull runs kept the excitement alive. Perhaps cryptocurrency is the only BC use case that works fine with pure immutability devoid of real-world dynamism. In fact, the crypto boom has taken the world by storm, and facilitated the worldwide adoption of Ethereum SC, first with the 2017 ICO boom, and now with the DeFi revolution, 3 years later. Decentralised finance (DeFi) has exponentially grown from a couple billions to $40+ billion ERC20 tokens locked in liquidity pools as automated market making (AMM) SCs in previous six months (DeFi Pulse, 2021).

The recent rise of DeFi not only brought opportunities to generate staggering returns but a wave to innovate, and an urgent need to resolve the BC paradox. DeFi has billions locked in SCs that secure citizen assets & put them in control of their investments. But unfortunately, SC immutability does not allow any dynamic altering of SC terms if the market changes. That means no room for stop-loss, fee-break, arbitrage, etc to minimize losses. They seem to be delivering in current bullish market, but are likely to falter once bulls exit. Hence current DeFi tools are not sustainable.

Although scalability of BC, for long considered as the original enemy of its mainstream adaption remains unresolved, its immutability is increasingly receiving much attention as a major hurdle. This is essentially because the BC stakeholders have been busier dealing with the scalability problems. Our focus on resolving the paradox in no way implies that BC’s scalability trilemma, or for that matter any other bottlenecks are resolved. Vitalik Buterin, founder of the Ethereum project, explained that regarding scalability, security and decentralization, any improvement in one of these aspects will negatively impact on at least one of the other two (Monte, et al, 2020). For instance, the most scalable and active BC today with 63 times more daily operations than bitcoin – EOS (Blocktivity, 2021), still suffers from some serious scalability problems. This is evident from the fact that just over two years into operations,

- Professor Vili Lehdonvirta in The Blockchain Paradox (Lehdonvirta, 2016)
running the EOS full node has become economically unsustainable because of its unprecedented growth, reaching 4 terabytes in first 8 months of it going live (Benshahar, 2019). At that rate it’s already estimated to be north of 12 terabytes, and economically unsustainable for all the 21 EOS block producers to run. Notwithstanding the fact that EOS is still far from mainstream adoption. Another glaring evidence comes from the latest Hurun Report on Global Unicorn companies, which includes 12 blockchain companies in its list of 586 unicorns, but none of those 12 rely on SC as enabler of their core BC business (Hurun, 2021). Out of 5473 BC companies launched between December 2016 & February 2021 as reported by Angel List (https://angel.co/blockchains) (AngelList, 2021), we didn’t find a single company in production grade implementation of SC technology for a real-world use case.

SC in essence is a computer code executed in a sandboxed environment, a milieu that restricts them (Kosba, et al, 2016). That restriction provides special functions and properties: the famous blockchain immutability is one of them (Hofmann, et al, 2017). It seems, the most revered characteristic of SC is becoming its own nemesis as far as real-world use cases are concerned.

Introducing a bit of flexibility to accommodate the real-world changes might help the cause of BC. But how can you make IMMUTABILITY dynamic? We closely examined the paradox that real-life implementation of SC is encountering, and framed a hypothesis to reconcile SC’s immutability with life’s reality of “CHANGE”.

Dynamic & Immutable SC (DISC): The Hypothesis

Traditional transactions pertaining to human activity involve human intervention, and hence the change or dynamism will always be subjective lacking immutability. However, that may not be the case if the change is objective, algorithmically controlled and beyond human intervention.

In an SC, a cryptographic hash function freezes an objective parameter and renders it immutable algorithmically. In the same way, a dynamic parameter can be hard coded and rendered objective using mathematical algorithm to inject such -algorithm-determined dynamic parameter in the SC code. The algorithm may either be plain mathematical or AI-modelled and machine-learned. In either case introduction of a dynamic parameter into the SC ensuring its independence from human tampering and guaranteeing immutability. Based on this logic we framed the following hypothesis to build dynamic immutable smart contract (DISC) for resolving the BC Paradox (DrFazal, 2021).

It is the mathematical algorithm that renders smart contract immutable, it has to be mathematical algorithm that can inject dynamism in smart contract without compromising its immutability.

(a) Supporting the Hypothesis with Literature Review

The DISC hypothesis that we framed finds some support in the peer-reviewed literature. In a review article Wöhrer and Zdun (2018) suggest that a dynamic parameter can be introduced in the blockchain architecture by coding two smart contracts and linking them together to operate in unison as a base SC and a satellite. The base SC can outsource its “functional units that are likely to change, into separate [] satellite smart contracts and use a reference to these contracts in order to utilize needed functionality.” Essentially dynamism can be introduced in BC by creating an additional satellite SC that encodes the dynamic parameter, and calling the satellite SC from the original base SC to execute the dynamic parameter. Thus, this protocol has three main transactions: the first one is used to update the address referring to the satellite deployed, the second transaction serves to process and calculate the value of the variable relaying to intermediate call of a satellite, and the third one serves to use the calculated result stored in a variable in order to adapt the contract behaviour based on that variable.

While Wöhrer and Zdun’s review provides a theoretical support to the DISC hypothesis, a tangible evidential support comes from an experiment by Imeri, et al (2019) describing a model of a dynamic smart contract for permissioned blockchain in which the dynamic parameter is stored as an off-chain asset instead of being hard-coded in the smart contract logic, as any classical constant/parameter. Since a permissioned blockchain isn’t optimally decentralised, and may not meet the strict immutability standards, any proof of injecting dynamism in its smart contract may be at best debatable.

Oracles have also been proposed to mitigate the unstoppable limitation of BC. “Oracle”, in ancient Greek tradition, were thought to be portals through which the Greek gods spoke directly spoke to people. In classical literature, it essentially implies a person through whom a deity speaks, or a person known for giving wise or authoritative decisions or opinions. In the world of BC oracles are code connecting a BC with real world. They provide the data that smart contracts need in order to execute successfully. Essentially, Oracle is a way for BC to interact with the off-chain world, transferring data between the outside world and the BC (Xu, et al, 2019). However, the implementation of oracles poses considerable conceptual challenges as they can be regarded as a centralized point of failure or may introduce security and trust concerns (Mendling, et al, 2018). Consequently, much of the research regarding oracles focuses on how to address these security and trust concerns. Xu et al (2018) proposed using multiple independent oracle instances to form a
decentralised oracle. A considerable attempt to limit the oracle problem was made by Chainlink (Harper, 2018), who proposed a system of decentralised oracles, based on reputation, to reproduce the consensus mechanism of a blockchain. When deciding which data to upload on the blockchain, it takes into account the majority of oracles with the same data and the reputational level of each oracle. The data confirmed by the majority of the oracles are then uploaded on the chain. This system indeed reduces the chance of oracle malfunction; however, collusion or deliberate data tampering could still be performed by the companies controlling the service. Failing to address the oracle problem poses a severe threat to investigating and developing real-world BC applications (Calderelli, 2020).

More recently Mühlberger, et al (2020) addressed the problem by studying foundational BC oracle patterns in two foundational dimensions characterizing the oracles:
(i) the data flow direction, i.e., inbound and outbound data flow, from the viewpoint of the BC; and,
(ii) the initiator of the data flow, i.e., whether it is push or pull-based communication.

They provided a structured description of the four patterns in detail, and explained implementation of these patterns based on use cases.

![Fig. 2. Oracle data flow patterns adapted from Mühlberger, et al (2020)](image)

The peer reviewed evidence is indeed instructive enough to support the DISC hypothesis, and justifies the need for designing our own research to test the hypothesis in a real-world use case setting. The study we designed is presented herein.

(a) Testing the DISC Hypothesis

While we were formulating and finding support in literature for our hypothesis, we had an ongoing EU funded project (Horizon 2020 Program) – XENO (Alarcón, 2020), which required BC deployment for securing, anonymizing and fiscally rewarding crowdsourced first responder (FR) peers who rescue a person / woman in distress, by means of an alert triggered via a wearable IoT device worn by the victim as a fashion accessory.

![Fig. 3. The original XENO Network Architecture.](image)

Such crowdsourced Good Samaritans would be recruited from the crowd-worker (gig-worker) community that include mobile gig workers who engage in ride hailing, food delivery, or some such services, and are always available in real time in the vicinity of the victim in need of help. Accumulated evidence indicates that ride hailing service, Uber, reached victim faster than an ambulance in metro cities such as New York (Pham, 2015) & San Francisco (Howard, 2015) clocking 2.42 and 3.2 minutes respectively for Uber, and 6.2 and 7.49 minutes respectively for ambulance. With the rapid proliferation of these gig worker-based services the mobility and accessibility of the gig workers is getting even better.

The XENO project basically anonymously crowdsources these gig workers as FRs to speed up help to a victim of sexual abuse or assault (although women’s safety is the primary indication XENO device was originally invented for, it can be used in any distress setting). XENO is a wearable device camouflaged as a women’s fashion accessory that can potentially save a woman in distress in the shortest possible time, and do it anonymously. Privacy and anonymity are a paramount consideration in designing XENO. Women in some cultures consider it a taboo to disclose their sexual abuse experiences to a third person, or even share it with their own family members. Therefore, many such cases remain unreported.

The term Xeno has its origin in Greek, meaning stranger. Xeno is all about building a community of good strangers that can be instantly mobilized to help a distressed stranger (victim woman) from a bad stranger (perpetrator). XENO decentralised IoT technology is novel in three distinct ways. Firstly, it secures privacy and anonymity of the victim as well as victim’s rescuer. Secondly, crowdsourcing the rescuers from gig workers makes the first responders more omnipresent within the immediate vicinity of the victim thereby speeding up the rescue process. Thirdly, it incentivizes the participation of the peers with rewards. We deployed BC technology to enable such a decentralised network of peers (strangers), not only boosting the speed of the rescue, but making the solution highly secure, private and even anonymous at the preference of the participants. Thus, the device justifies its name – XENO, the stranger, and its

XENO device consists of a hands-free voice trigger and voice recognition AI/ML module that can be prompted to work with just a voice command. XENO uses a network of anonymised peers (gig workers) to be the First Responders (FR) responding to such mishaps. The device is blockchained to ensure privacy & anonymity of the victim as well as the FRs using a novel decentralised P2P network of stakeholders. The main objective of our Horizon 2020-funded XENO project was to build the backend architecture of the XENO platform based on BC technology. Our experiment goal was to develop and test a decentralised P2P network and a SC working in tandem with the XENO hardware, and provide API that connected the XENO network to a third-party gig-working app. The decentralised XENO network ensured the user’s privacy and anonymity while incorporating a financial incentive system to automatically reward FR gig workers for their rescue activity. The financial reward to the crowdsourced FR was secured via a self-executing SC. The identities of both the FR/rescuer as well as the victim were kept confidential and secure on the BC. Yet the FR/rescuer was rewarded handsomely for his/her efforts without involving any third-party mediator. For the privacy, security and anonymity of the entire incident handling process, including the gig worker FR/rescuer’s financial reward, a SC was designed for deployment. In the production grade XENO framework, the reward would be generated by BC’s cryptocurrency mining protocol, but since we neither had a custom BC specially designed for XENO, nor an active alliance with any gig-worker app at the time of developing and testing the XENO ecosystem, we had to simulate a setting wherein the rewards to the rescuer was sponsored by patrons. But the problem was these rewards would vary depending on geographical location, incident circumstances and the quantum of funds sponsored by the patrons. This created a situation where immutability of smart contract would not permit to accommodate the real-life circumstances in each unique incident with variable quantum of rewards.

And, moreover the FR/rescuer had to know upfront the quantum of incentive at stake that the XENO SC will guarantee for undertaking the rescue. It had to be guaranteed, and had to be significantly more than the fare or delivery commission that his/her gig work provides for the same amount of time. For example, a reward of €1,000 for responding to a distress alert would be more than a week of gig worker’s earnings, and an attractive incentive to take up a humanitarian cause. This real-world situation offered us an opportunity to design a dynamic SC framework and test our DISC hypothesis.

For the purpose of illustrating the decentralised XENO ecosystem following stakeholders are relevant:

1. **XENO Device User / Victim:** The one who initiates the SOS alert and validates the successful addressal of the event. The reward will only be transferred to the rescuer after the final approval from the victim (by conveying a 4-digit unique incident OTP to the rescuer, set by the user at the time of registration).

2. **First Responder (FR) / Rescuer:** The gig worker who is registered on any third party crowdwork application (linked to XENO application via API).

3. **Patron:** The one who contributes to the XENO ecosystem by sponsoring financial rewards for incentivizing the rescuers (in production grade XENO the rewards will be automatically generated via BC’s mining rewards).

**The XENO Process Flow**

XENO wearable device works in conjunction with a companion mobile application that receives the SOS signal and broadcasts it to the nearby gig workers, registered on the third party crowdwork application like Uber, connected to the XENO network via API. Every XENO user, while registering on the XENO mobile application is assigned a unique SSI (Self-Sovereign Identity) registered on our XENO decentralised network to ensure the privacy and anonymity, and is required to set up a unique PIN which is recorded in an encrypted form. The PIN is mandatory to complete the transaction once the event is claimed to be addressed by the rescuing peer. The gig worker, FR/rescuer registered on any third-party application (connected to XENO application via APIs) is asked to create a personal wallet on XENO network on signup. The BC deployed to create the SSI and the wallet is Matic Network – a BC scaling sidechain solution provider (Matic Network, 2021). The XENO reward tokens are delivered to this wallet after successful completion of the rescue and authentication by the victim. The XENO rewards wallet holds the funds assigned for the next rescue and are contributed by the patrons via the rewards pool. The high-level architecture and process flow for implementing DISC in XENO ecosystem is illustrated in Fig. 4.

For introducing dynamism of estimation and delivery of the reward in real time as financial incentive for rescuing a victim in distress, we created a DISC strategy that relied on a pair of SCs on the Matic Network (2021). One of the two SCs was the base or the parent SC, and the other was the satellite or child SC, which we address in this experiment as Static SC (SSC) and Dynamic SC (DSC) respectively. The SSC was coded as a conventional SC, which calls the DSC for execution. The DSC was coded to take a dynamic feed from a designated XENO reward pool wallet funded by funds sponsored by patrons. The XENO reward wallet funds vary according to the circumstances of the incident. When victim triggers the distress alert, the quantum of reward offered for the rescue is displayed on the FR/rescuer’s device along with the incident alert. The logic we apply basically ensures that the FR/rescuer knows his/her variable reward value upfront before initiating the rescue.
We’re excited about the results of our research to date, but we’re not done yet. The approach we used in the XENO experiment is very simplistic implementation of the DISC concept, and may not apply in many more complex scenarios. Although sufficient to test the hypothesis, we need more robust approach to prove the hypothesis so that it wins mainstream applicability. The dynamic parameters feeding the SC have to be more trusted than the third-party Oracles. Oracles will always be prone to comprising the immutability of SCs. If the DISC concept has to work in all and sundry transactional environments, the dynamic feed to the DISC has to be algorithmically secured. This will entail integrating sophisticated AI agents to feed the algorithmically controlled dynamic parameters to DISC via machine learning models. And, perhaps eternally securing these algorithms by wrapping them with homomorphic encryption techniques (Bowditch, et al, 2020). Streamlining these processes will go a long way in enhancing the practicality of this approach for widespread use.

Several experiments are on our drawing board to prove the DISC hypothesis in several complex real-world scenarios. One of them addresses an urgent need of the biggest potential beneficiary of DISC by volume of assets staked - DeFi industry. The rise of Decentralised Finance (DeFi) has not only brought a newfound wave of innovation to the broader BC ecosystem, but also the opportunity for savvy investors to generate staggering returns. The exponentially growing DeFi industry has exploded to a $40+ billion behemoth from just over a billion in previous 6 months (DefiPulse.com, 2021). Much of this growth is attributed to liquidity mining using automated market makers (AMM). AMMs have several shortcomings, most lethal of them being SC-triggered unstoppable trading of assets even if the trades are making losses. Current AMMs are therefore bound to crash if the current bull market slows down. A specifically designed DISC implementation for intelligent market making (IMM) customized for individual trader’s risk-taking appetite is currently in works in our labs as “DISC-on-the-fly” liquidity providing SC. Our initial research suggests, that our DISC strategy will be intelligent enough to minimize trading losses that current generation AMMs are prone to in less than bullish markets. Such DISC powered intelligent market making (IMM) will make DeFi more profitable in the short term, and more sustainable in the long term.

IV. CONCLUSION

SCs have too many external dependencies that limit their utility in almost all use cases beyond digital bearer instruments on decentralised platforms like bitcoin (Song, 2018) and countless other cryptocurrencies. Surprisingly, such a serious show-stopping limitation of BC’s real world deployability is not even on the radar screen of the mainstream BC community who are exclusive focused on solving BC’s scalability trilemma. Scalability can be solved sooner or later, but the mainstreaming of BC cannot move forward unless the BC paradox is resolved. The DISC
hypothesis strives to change that by providing ample evidence to support and test the DISC hypothesis. Proving the hypothesis in diverse real-world scenarios will be crucial in making SCs more real world friendly and sustainable. Until DISC becomes a robust technological reality, we chose to interpret the results with caution, merely as our baby steps towards resolving the BC’s most stubborn paradox, and eventually making BC suitable for real world use cases. Finally, the technological challenges around BC immutability — and the opportunities it presents — are too big for any one company to take on. We solicit support and cooperation of BC stakeholders across all domains, and look forward to positively impacting the global BC landscape.
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